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by far They are the agricultural labourers the miners the
serfs or peons of the ranches and plantations sold with the
land esteemed very little higher than the stock they tend
and owning almost no political or social privileges In the
Andean zone proper there are probably some ten millions
of Indians who form a body of serfs incapable of owning
land without ambition and restless to the point of becoming
a danger to established government at any time In addition
to the Indians there is a very large half caste Clement of
mixed Spanish and Indian blood known as mestizos These
are in general more intelligent and progressive if more
mercurial and unreliable The land owning and governing
class is composed of the descendants of the Spaniards who
came to these lands after 1500 in search of gold The man
of this class is sometimes a progressive pastoralist or careful
farmer but is more often an absentee landlord favouring the
tradition of the grandee living in the towns on the income
from his estates There is a considerable difference however
between the active and intelligent desire for progress in Chile
and southern Peru and the chaotic and often anarchic
conditions in some of the other republics The mestizo is
the chief hope of the future since he combines intelligence to
appreciate new methods with a physique adapted to the
rigours of the climate m the highlands
Unstable government is the chief curse and greatest barrier
to progress m all the Paafic republics with the exception of
Chile But the extension of railways and the control exer
osed through foreign capital invested in mines railways
and plantations might in time have a steadying influence
For any advance in methods of production too great a
proportion of the population has still to be used as mere
earners owing to the nature of the country and the difficult
saountam routes This had an isolating effect that made

